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COSMODREAMS’ ART BOOK 
 
Ms. Marina Fedorova’s Solo Show to step beyond the Museum Walls: a dedicated Art Book will 

contain works not featured in the COSMODREAMS Exhibition. 

 
On 8 September 2020, the Artist Ms. Marina Fedorova 
will unveil her multifaceted COSMODREAMS Exhibition 
project. Yet another piece of this impressively complex 
puzzle, in addition to the exhibition at Erarta, the AR 
mobile app, and the social media masks, will be a book 
presenting artworks not featured in the museum show, 
as well as background information and the Artist’s 
reflections on the future of humanity.  
 
The book’s release is timed to coincide with the opening 
of the Cosmodreams exhibition. It is an insightful 
encounter of the project and the various thoughts and 
ideas that prompted Ms. Marina Fedorova to produce a 
series of space-themed artworks. Covering the entire 
collection of works created by the Artist for the 
Cosmodreams project, it will showcase previously 
unseen paintings, sculptures and art objects, shed light 
on the mysteries of the Space Art Odyssey video journey, 
recount the story of creation of a space museum, and 
even provide its floor plan. 
 
For the viewer’s convenience, the book contains 
directions for using the COSMODREAMS AR application 
which comes with a complete list of paintings supporting 
the AR function and a description of various freely 
available voyage scenarios. The app can be downloaded 
from AppStore or GooglePlay. 
 
“This art book is a guide to the immense Cosmodreams 
universe with its broad-ranging visions finding 
expression in traditional art and new technologies. All its 
components naturally complement each other, 
becoming a part of the greater Cosmodreams project,” 
says Ms.  Marina Fedorova.  
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The book will be issued in the English and Russian 
languages with a print run of 500 copies and available at 
the Erarta Shop and cosmodreams.com website. 

Exhibition dates: 08.09 – 01.11.2020 
Opening hours: 10:00 – 22:00 
Venue: Erarta Museum, 5th Floor Exhibitions Wing 

* * *

About COSMODREAMS: the project is a multi-journey experience for viewers, anchored around 
the latest series of paintings by Marina Fedorova.  This Project is anchored on reflective views 
and parallels relating to space and cosmos, life on earth, technology, dystopian worlds and 
societies, and relevant to the future our legacies.  

The Exhibition has been conceived to address all kind of viewers; it aims to engage viewers at 
different immersive levels: art series with oversized paintings or sculptures, human-size 
objects, Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality, Movie and Interactive Walls. COSMODREAMS is 
engaging, inspiring, playful and reflective.  It is a first-in-kind and stand-alone experience. 

COSMODREAMS.COM 

About Ms. Marina Fedorova: born in Leningrad in 1981, Ms. Fedorova currently lives and works 
between St. Petersburg and Munich.  She studied painting, design and graphic arts at the 
Nicholas Roerich Art School in St. Petersburg, later graduating from the Saint Petersburg 
Stieglitz State Academy of Art and Design where she majored in Fashion Design and Illustration. 

Over the past two decades, her paintings have been featured in dozens of solo and group 
exhibitions in Russia and abroad. Ms. Fedorova’s artworks were acquired for the permanent 
collections of the State Hermitage Museum, the State Russian Museum, Erarta Museum of 
Contemporary Art, as well as by a number of private collectors. 
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